Training Opportunities

Undergraduate Student Training Opportunities

Undergraduate students that wish to learn more about potential fellowship opportunities may be interested in consulting the Office of Merit Scholarships, Fellowships, and Awards.

Students interested in learning more about potential research and training opportunities within the Department and beyond UW, such as Research Experience for Undergraduate (REU) programs, should consult our advising team representatives:

Casey Renneberg  
stampcl@uw.edu  
206.543.9343  
BAG 303B

Tim Bradford  
tonbrad@uw.edu  
206.616.9880  
BAG 303A

Additional information on professional development resources can be found through the UW Career Center.

Graduate Student Training Opportunities

The Department of Chemistry hosts a number of competitive fellowships and unique career training opportunities to support graduate student research and professional development. For more information on these and other opportunities such as workshops and internships, please contact our Graduate Program Coordinator, Christine Gormley.

Christine Gormley  
chmgprog@uw.edu  
206.543.4787  
BAG 303C

Broader University-wide resources for graduate level fellowships can be obtained from the Graduate School.

Additional information on professional development resources can be found through the UW Career Center.

Postdoctoral Scholar Training Opportunities

Postdoctoral scholar interested in learning more about career development and training activities are encouraged to consult the
Office of Postdoctoral Affairs, as well as the UW Postdoctoral Association. Additional information on professional development resources can be found through the UW Career Center.

Department of Chemistry
University of Washington
109 Bagley Hall
Box 351700
Seattle, WA 98195-1700

Main Office: 206.543.1610
chemdesk@uw.edu

Advising: 206.616.9880
advisers@chem.washington.edu
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